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Abstract. Ethereum has become one of the primary global platforms
for cryptocurrency, playing an important role in promoting the diversifi-
cation of the financial ecosystem. However, the relative lag in regulation
has led to a proliferation of malicious activities in Ethereum, posing a
serious threat to fund security. Existing regulatory methods usually de-
tect malicious accounts through feature engineering or large-scale trans-
action graph mining. However, due to the immense scale of transac-
tion data and malicious attacks, these methods suffer from inefficiency
and low robustness during data processing and anomaly detection. In
this regard, we propose an Ethereum Transaction Graph Compression
method named TGC4Eth, which assists malicious account detection by
lightweighting both features and topology of the transaction graph. At
the feature level, we select transaction features based on their low im-
portance to improve the robustness of the subsequent detection models
against feature evasion attacks; at the topology level, we employ focus-
ing and coarsening processes to compress the structure of the transaction
graph, thereby improving both data processing and inference efficiency
of detection models. Extensive experiments demonstrate that TGC4Eth
significantly improves the computational efficiency of existing detection
models while preserving the connectivity of the transaction graph. Fur-
thermore, TGC4Eth enables existing detection models to maintain stable
performance and exhibit high robustness against feature evasion attacks.

Keywords: Ethereum· Malicious Account Detection· Compression

1 Introduction

The fintech sector is currently witnessing significant attention towards blockchain
technology, driven by its attributes of anonymity, decentralization, and im-
mutability. These attributes have captured the interest of a vast user base and
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propelled the growth of cryptocurrency transaction. Ethereum, being one of the
most influential blockchain platforms, facilitates the creation and deployment of
smart contracts, thereby further amplifying its influence in both financial and
non-financial sectors. Recently, the widespread application of cryptocurrencies
in the financial sector has also brought new security challenges, leading to ma-
licious activities such as phishing attacks, Ponzi schemes, ICO frauds, and con-
tract vulnerability manipulation. In the struggle against regulatory technologies,
these malicious behaviors continue to evolve, with increasingly varied forms and
enhanced concealment. Therefore, effectively identifying and monitoring mali-
cious accounts, accurately detecting and promptly addressing these issues, are
crucial not only for protecting user assets but also for maintaining the stable
development of the blockchain ecosystem.

Existing methods primarily concentrate on manual feature engineering or
transaction graph mining, combined with machine learning techniques, to detect
malicious accounts. However, these methods have some limitations. On the one
hand, manual feature engineering captures the behavioral patterns of malicious
accounts through elaborate multi-dimensional features, which not only relies on
expert knowledge, but is also easily circumvented by new malicious patterns.
On the other hand, given the vast amount of transaction data, graph mining
methods often rely on sampling techniques to balance the scale of data, which
can compromise the integrity of transaction information.

To solve these issues, we propose a Transaction Graph Compression method
for Ethereum malicious account detection, named TGC4Eth, which lightweights
the transaction graph at both the feature and topology levels. At the feature
level, we first construct multi-dimensional transaction features and rank these
features by importance, selecting those that are difficult for attackers to evade for
downstream detection tasks. At the topology level, we first capture the most rel-
evant transaction subgraphs to the target nodes by graph focusing, and then per-
form graph coarsening to reduce the size of the transaction graph. By performing
dual compression on the transaction graph, we maintain the connectivity of the
graph while enhancing the concealment of transaction features during data pro-
cessing. We conduct extensive experiments on Ethereum transaction data, which
demonstrates that our TGC4Eth can improve the computational efficiency and
robustness of existing detection models in malicious account detection, while
simultaneously preserving the performance stability of these models.

2 Related Work

2.1 Traditional Detection Methods

Malicious account detection primarily concentrate on contract code [1] and trans-
action records [2–5]. The former mainly analyzes the logic of smart contracts to
determine whether they contain malicious risks, offering the advantage of early
identification. The latter utilizes vast transaction data to analyze behavioral
patterns of accounts and thereby assess whether they are involved in malicious
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activities. This approach is relatively flexible but exhibits a certain degree of lag
compared to the former.

Early studies mainly detect malicious accounts through feature engineer-
ing combined with machine learning methods. Farrugia et al. [4] designed 42
transaction-related features to detect multiple malicious behaviors simultane-
ously and analyzed the contribution of different features to the detection model.
Building on this, Ibrahim et al. [6] refined the number of features used for detec-
tion to six through correlation analysis. Luo et al. [7] employed statistical models,
natural language processing techniques, and other machine learning models to
detect emerging fraud related to DeFi (Decentralized Finance). Furthermore,
some studies combine transaction features with contract code features for mali-
cious account detection. Chen et al. [8] extracted account features and opcode
features, applying ensemble learning methods such as Random Forest and XG-
Boost to identify Ponzi schemes. Zhang et al. [9] utilized account features, op-
code features, and bytecode features, and enhanced the LightGBM [10] to detect
Ponzi contracts. Galletta et al. [11] combined labeled data from the above three
works and merged them to get 673 Ponzi accounts and analyzed the significance
of 28 statistical features using the interface provided by the Etherscan website.

2.2 Graph-based Detection Methods

The design of manual features relies heavily on expert knowledge and the detec-
tion effectiveness is limited by their expressive power. As a result, several stud-
ies have exploited the properties of blockchain data to construct code graphs
or large-scale transaction graphs and combine them with graph intelligence al-
gorithms to automatically mine account behavioral features and perform mali-
cious account detection. Specifically, using traditional software engineering tech-
niques, contract codes can be transformed into data flow graphs, control flow
graphs [12, 13], abstract syntax trees [14], etc., forming graph-structured data
with variables and functions as nodes, and control or data flows as edges. And
transaction records can be naturally constructed as transaction graphs with ac-
counts as nodes and transactions as edges. Bartoletti et al. [15] categorized Ponzi
schemes into four transaction patterns: tree, chain, waterfall, and privilege trans-
fer. Liang et al. [16] pioneered constructing a contract execution behavior graph,
where transactions trigger variables forming edges. Chen et al. [17] extracted
transaction subgraphs and used graph autoencoders to learn account features,
ultimately identifying phishing accounts through LightGBM. Shen et al. [18] pro-
posed an end-to-end GCN model based on transaction subgraphs to detect phish-
ing accounts in Ethereum and bot accounts in EOSIO. Jin et al. [19] considered
both code features and transaction features, building a dual-channel framework
for Ponzi scheme alerts. Zhou et al. [5] proposed a de-anonymization model that
integrates hierarchical attention and contrast mechanisms, effectively learning
node-level account features and subgraph-level account behavior patterns, aid-
ing in identifying account identity types. Jin et al. [20,21] constructed Ethereum
transaction records into heterogeneous interaction graphs and designed static
and temporal meta-paths to capture account behavior patterns.
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Fig. 1. Overall framework of TGC4Eth.

3 Method

In this section, we introduce our transaction graph compression method, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1, which assists malicious account detection by lightweighting
both features and topology of the transaction graph.

3.1 Transaction Feature Compression

Feature Construction Our study period spans from 2018-01-01 to 2020-01-
01. During feature extraction, we select the intersection of the top 10 important
features derived from the three studies [4, 5, 11]. It is worth noting that while
these studies listed all features, they did not systematically categorize them
from multiple perspectives. Therefore, we reclassify these features and conduct
a comprehensive analysis of each. Additionally, we introduce several new statis-
tics as transaction features. All monetary values in this paper are denominated
in Ethereum (ETH). Lifecycle refers to the time span (in minutes) from the first
transaction to the last transaction of an account within the study window. Dif-
ferent from previous studies, we count transaction frequency within the lifecycle
rather than across the entire study period.

The manual features summarized in Table 1 encompass a comprehensive
range of aspects, including balance, transaction amount, transaction frequency,
income and expenditure. These features are more extensive compared to previous
studies. Specifically, we summary a total of 29 features from seven perspectives.
Transaction balances reflect the initial and final outcomes of the account. Single
transaction features enable the acquisition of fine-grained directed transaction
characteristics. Life cycle-related features indicate the transaction frequency dur-
ing the account’s active period. Account-type features help bridge the gap be-
tween homogeneous and heterogeneous transaction graphs. Benefiting from the
performance of BigQuery, the feature extraction method in this paper is capable
of efficiently handling massive datasets and achieving real-time statistics.
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Table 1. Summary of manual transaction features.

Feature Name Description Type

starting_balance_eth Initial Balance
Balance-relatedfinal_balance_eth Ending Balance

diff_balance_eth Difference within the Research Window

total_received_eth Total revenue

Income-related
max_value_received_eth Single Transaction Maximum Revenue

min_value_received_eth Single Transaction Minimum Revenue

avg_value_received_eth Single Transaction Average Revenue

std_value_received_eth Standard Deviation of Revenue per Transaction

total_sent_eth Total Expenditure

Expenditure-related
max_value_sent_eth Single Transaction Maximum Expenditure

min_value_sent_eth Single Transaction Minimum Expenditure

avg_value_sent_eth Single Transaction Average Expenditure

std_value_sent_eth Standard Deviation of Expenditure per Transaction

max_single_neighbor_count Maximum Number of Transactions from a Neighbor

Neighbor-related

(Undirected)

max_single_neighbor_value_eth Total Amount of Transactions from a Neighbor

avg_single_neighbor_count Average Number of Transactions from a Neighbor

avg_single_neighbor_value_eth Average Total Amount of Transactions from a Neighbor

num_received_single_neighbor Number of Unique Payee Neighbors

Neighbor-related

(Directed)

num_sent_single_neighbor Number of Unique Payer Neighbors

diff_rs_neighbor_count Difference in the Number of Payee and Payer Neighbors

std_dev_received
Standard Deviation of the Number of Payments

between Unique Payer Neighbors

std_dev_sent
Standard Deviation of the Number of Receipts

between Unique Payee Neighbors

lifecycle_min Account Lifecycle

Lifecycle and

Transaction Frequency

avg_min_between_sent_tnx Average Number of Expenditures per Minute

avg_min_between_sent_value_eth Average Amount of Expenditure per Minute

avg_min_between_received_tnx Average Number of Incomes per Minute

avg_min_between_received_value_eth Average Amount of Income per Minute

if_sc Is it a Smart Contract?
Account Type

if_token Is it a Token?

Feature Selection Due to the accessibility of machine learning-based detec-
tion models, adversaries might analyze the decision boundaries of these models
and selectively adjust their behavioral patterns to weaken or even evade more
significant features, thereby evading detection. To effectively counteract such
potential feature evasion attacks, we adopt a low importance-based feature se-
lection strategy that aims to compress transaction features to improve detection
robustness. In this paper, we utilize the gain-based settings in LightGBM to
quantify the importance of different features for detection, with the results illus-
trated in Fig 2. We select 9 features out of the original 29 based on their lower
relevance to malicious behavior, including the following:

• starting_balance_eth
• max_value_received_eth
• avg_value_received_eth
• std_value_received_eth
• max_single_neighbor_count

• max_single_neighbor_value_eth
• avg_single_neighbor_value_eth
• avg_min_between_sent_value_eth
• avg_min_between_received_tnx
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Fig. 2. The importance of the manual transaction features derived by LightGBM.

Although removing highly important features might somewhat impact de-
tection performance, relying on the feature robustness of GNN-based models
allows us to maintain relatively stable detection capabilities. By employing fea-
ture compression, we can effectively counter potential feature evasion attacks,
thereby enhancing the robustness of existing detection models.

3.2 Transaction Topology Compression

After feature extraction, the information of multiple transactions between ac-
counts has been embodied in these features, including transaction direction,
amount, and frequency. Consequently, we only construct undirected transaction
graphs. Moreover, since all internal transactions are essentially various cascading
transaction behaviors triggered by external transactions, we only consider exter-
nal transactions in this paper. The initial transaction graph is represented as
GI = (Vt,Vba, E), where Vt ∈ Vt represents the labeled accounts, referred to here
as target accounts, while the others Vba ∈ Vba are called background accounts.
We then define bridge accounts Vbr as those that exist on the paths connecting
any two target accounts, denoted as {Vti , Vba1

, · · · , Vban
, Vtj}. The number of

bridge accounts on the path is used to define the order of the bridge accounts.
For instance, common neighbors of two target accounts can be considered as first-
order bridge accounts V 1

br. If a path includes two bridge accounts, then both of
them are considered second-order bridge accounts V 2

br. Note that some bridge
accounts may be located on multiple paths between target accounts and are con-
sidered as hybrid bridge accounts. Accounts that are first-order neighbors of the
target account but are not bridge accounts are defined as subordinate accounts
Vs. Fig. 3 illustrates the definition of initial transaction graph.
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Fig. 3. The illustration of initial transaction graph and different types of accounts.
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Fig. 4. A framework for graph structure compression, including graph focusing and
graph coarsening.

Graph Focusing During graph focusing, we first extract the first-order neigh-
bors of the target accounts, then identify and label the bridge accounts and
subordinate accounts among them. To compress the graph topology while en-
suring graph connectivity, we retain first-order and second-order bridge accounts
among the first-order neighbors. Furthermore, if there are hybrid bridge accounts
on the path between any two target accounts, i.e., these target accounts can be
connected solely through first-order bridge accounts, we remove the redundant
second-order bridge accounts. Ultimately, we obtain the focused graph GF .

Graph Coarsening The initial transaction graph contains approximately fifty
million nodes. Although graph focusing has reduced this number to the millions,
this scale remains computationally challenging for downstream detection models.
Further analysis of the focused graph reveals that the importance of subordinate
accounts is less than that of bridge accounts, but they are more numerous. To
address this, we propose a graph coarsening method via account information
aggregation to further compress the transaction graph topology. Specifically, we
first aggregate the information of subordinate accounts into the target accounts,
formalized as follows:

X̂t =
1

|Ns + 1|

(
Xt +

∑
n∈Ns

Xsn

)
(1)

where Ns represents the set of subordinate accounts for the target account Vt,
and X∗ is the feature vector of account V∗, X̂t is a composite feature that
aggregates the features of the target account and all subordinate accounts.

In addition, since bridge accounts serves as the key connecting module, we
aggregate the information from all bridge accounts between two target accounts
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to form a new composite bridge account, formalized as follows:

X̂
1

br =
1

|N 1
br|

 ∑
n∈N 1

br

X1
brn


X̂

2−l

br , X̂
2−r

br =
1

|2 · N 2
br|

 ∑
n∈N 2−l

br

X2−l
brn ,

∑
n∈N 2−r

br

X2−r
brn

 (2)

where N 1
br represents the set of first-order bridge accounts between target ac-

counts pair, N 2
br represents the set of second-order accounts, −l and −r indicate

the relative positions of these second-order bridge accounts in the path connetc-
ing the target account pair. Note that the aggregation of second-order bridge
accounts between target account pairs will generate two composite second-order
bridge accounts. Ultimately, we obtain the coarsened graph GC . Fig. 4 illustrates
the processing of transaction topology compression.

3.3 Malicious Account Detection

After Transaction graph compression, we obtain a more lightweight transaction
graph. When conducting malicious account detection, we input the graph into a
GNN-based detection model. During message aggregation and feature updating,
we obtain the final account representation, formulated as follows:

x
(k)
i = γ(k)

x
(k−1)
i ,

⊕
j∈N (i)

ϕ(k)
(
x
(k−1)
i ,x

(k−1)
j

) (3)

where ϕ and γ represent differentiable functions such as multilayer perceptrons
(MLPs), ⊕ denotes the integration function, such as summation, averaging, and
maximum. For classification problems, a softmax function is often required for
normalization to output the predicted probabilities ŷi.

ŷi = Softmax
(
x
(k)
i

)
=

ex
(k)
i∑

j e
x

(k)
j

(4)

We use cross-entropy loss function here.

L = −
∑
i

yi log(ŷi) (5)

where y is the one-hot vector of account label.
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Table 2. Statistics for each type of account in different compression graphs.

Account Role Quantities
GF GC

Target Account Vt 5,880 5,880
Subordinate Account Vs 2,349,274 0
First-order Bridge V 1

br 2,668,199 81,513
Second-order Bridge V 2

br 3,998,701 730,202

4 Experiment

4.1 Dataset

In this section, we primarily discuss the data preparation process. We obtain
the labels for accounts from Etherscan1 and Cryptoscam2. Since our study pe-
riod is set from “2018-01-01” to “2020-01-01”, we exclude accounts that had no
transactions during this period, resulting in 5,880 labeled accounts that had
transactions. The final dataset scale is shown in Table 2. We category malicious
accounts into four types: 2,163 Phish/Hack, 1,257 Scamming, 18 Exploit, and
4 Unsafe, totaling 3,442. Normal accounts include platform, protocol, exchange,
specific projects and applications, totaling 2,438. The total number of accounts
and transactions acquired is 53,423,801 and 493,998,644, respectively. Addition-
ally, we present the number of various bridge accounts during graph topology
compression, as shown in Table 2. During graph focusing, we reduce the num-
ber of accounts from 50 million to 8 million and further decrease it to 800,000
through graph coarsening. Compared to the initial transaction graph, our graph
compression method reduces the total number of accounts to approximately 1%.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Since our proposed TGC4Eth aims to assist in detecting malicious accounts
by lightweighting the transaction graph, we combine it with various GNN-based
detection models, including GCN [22], SGC [23], SAGE [24], APPNP [25]. Mean-
while, we compare GNN-based detection methods with machine learning-based
methods, including LightGBM and MLP, to illustrate the superiority of the for-
mer in handling compressed data. We set the number of layers for all GNN-based
methods to 2, hidden layer dimension to 64, output head dimension to 2, train-
ing epochs to 500, and early stopping rounds to 100. We adopt the AdamW
optimizer [26] and GeLU activation function, with the dropout set to 0 and the
learning rate set to 0.05. The relevant parameters for LightGBM include ob-
jective is binary, metric is auc, n_estimators is 100. The data is standardized
using z-score normalization before being inputted. Model-specific parameters are
set to default. The dataset is divided into the training, validation and testing
1 https://cn.etherscan.com
2 https://cryptoscamdb.org

https://cn.etherscan.com
https://cryptoscamdb.org
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Table 3. Detection performance under different compression settings.

Features Feat-29 Feat-9
Graph GF GC GF GC

Metrics ACC (%) AUC (%) ACC (%) AUC (%) ACC (%) AUC (%) ACC (%) AUC (%)
LightGBM 92.79±0.54 92.68±0.61 92.79±0.54 92.68±0.61 89.01±0.87 88.92±0.96 89.01±0.87 88.92±0.96

MLP 88.64±0.45 87.57±0.64 88.64±0.45 87.57±0.64 86.21±0.50 84.07±0.31 86.21±0.50 84.07±0.31

GCN 90.19±1.16 89.61±1.15 89.68±0.95 89.42±1.06 88.06±0.68 86.59±0.77 88.04±0.58 86.95±0.72

SGC 90.24±0.80 89.64±0.65 90.00±0.84 89.30±1.28 88.33±0.62 87.00±0.62 88.09±0.53 87.06±0.76

SAGE 89.74±0.98 89.00±1.01 90.85±0.57 90.28±0.39 88.30±1.66 89.00±1.01 89.63±0.38 88.75±0.48

APPNP 87.04±0.92 87.01±0.68 89.37±0.72 88.25±0.56 80.75±4.09 81.42±4.08 88.17±0.44 87.39±0.56

sets, with proportions of 60%, 20%, and 20% respectively. We report the average
Accuracy and AUC with 5 repeated experiments.

4.3 Evaluation of Graph Compression

To validate the effectiveness of our graph compression method, we compare the
detection performance of ML-based and GNN-based methods. Specifically, we
conduct experiments using the Feat-29 and Feat-9 feature sets, respectively, in
combination with focused and coarsened graphs. The feature sets are used to ini-
tialize the initial transaction graph features. The results are reported in Table 3,
from which we can draw the following conclusions:

• ML-based methods are more sensitive to changes in features. With feature
compression, the performance of LightGBM on the coarsened graph shows a
decrease of 4.07% in ACC and 4.06% in AUC, while MLP exhibits reductions
of 2.74% in ACC and 4.00% in AUC. In contrast, GNN-based methods suffer
less performance loss, showing better robustness under feature variation;

• Feature compression on coarsened graphs has a smaller impact on the perfor-
mance of GNN-based methods compared to focused graphs, indicating that
the complete graph compression process can maintain the stability of the
detection models’ performance. However, APPNP suffers significant perfor-
mance loss during the feature compression on focused graphs, which is due
to the fact that the low importance features as well as the corruption of the
transaction graph topology seriously affect the message aggregation process
of APPNP, so that its retained initial features and the currently aggregated
features cannot be effectively fused, which further highlights the importance
of the graph coarsening process.

• In transaction graph detection after feature compression, GNN-based models
generally perform better on coarsened graphs than that on focused graphs,
and in most cases, slightly outperform ML-based models. This indicates the
robustness of GNN-based models to graph compression, suggesting that our
TGC4Eth can maintain the performance stability of GNN-based models.

4.4 Robustness Analysis under Feature Evasion Attack

To further evaluate the robustness of existing detection methods when faced with
feature evasion attacks, we generate five different feature sets (Feat-29, Feat-24,
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Feat-19, Feat-14, Feat-9) via two feature compression methods: random removal
and evasion attack. For a fair comparison, all the experiments are performed on
the coarsened graph, and the results are shown in Fig. 5.

• We compare random removal and evasion attacks, using the latter to simulate
an adversary’s behavior in evading features. We find that evasion attacks
targeting feature importance have a greater impact on detection performance
than random removal, with all methods showing a decline in performance
when facing evasion attacks, while results fluctuated under random removal.
This is consistent with our expectations and further underscores the serious
threat that feature evasion poses to detection performance.

• As the number of features decreased from 29 to 9, the ACC of GNN-based
methods drop only by 1%-2%. This may be due to their semi-supervised
neighborhood aggregation mechanism, which partially compensates for the
loss of features using graph topology information. In contrast, ML-based
models that utilize labeled data exhibit significant performance fluctuations,
with LightGBM’s ACC decreasing by as much as 6% and 12% under the two
settings, respectively. This difference highlights the superior robustness of
GNN-based methods compared to ML-based methods and further empha-
sizes that feature evasion attacks are a matter of concern.

表格 1
Cora GCN PathMLP+ GAT H2GCN GPRGNN

2 87.45 88.15 85.86 86.69 87.50
4 86.99 88.08 54.25 86.23 87.67
8 84.82 87.69 31.4 84.44 88.75

16 47.84 87.58 29.67 0 88.76
32 29.67 87.23 29.94 0 88.13
64 30.06 87.21 29.67 0 88.08

表格 2
Citeseer GCN PathMLP+ GAT H2GCN GPRGNN

2 76.27 76.62 73.22 74.33 76.98
4 74.62 76.26 46.15 74.03 77.38
8 72.23 76.39 23.14 71.85 76.54

16 65.64 75.56 21.82 0 76.99
32 31.26 75.79 22.3 0 75.82
64 22.51 75.47 22.12 0 74.65

表格 3
Chameleon GCN PathMLP+ GAT H2GCN GPRGNN

2 65.16 70.15 65.03 63.43 65.14
4 63.19 69.34 38.37 62.77 63.49
8 54.55 70.15 24.99 61.57 64.18

16 45.60 70.75 22.97 0 64.66
32 44.81 70.86 22.95 0 64.68
64 44.02 70.98 22.62 0 64.90

表格 4
Cornell GCN PathMLP+ GAT H2GCN GPRGNN

2 55.00 77.50 49.17 62.78 75.83
4 46.67 77.57 46.11 58.33 78.33
8 46.94 77.22 45.83 50.18 76.94

16 45.56 77.22 45.83 0 75.00
32 44.17 76.94 46.11 0 51.94
64 46.67 77.78 46.21 0 45.56
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random LightGBM MLP GCN SGC SAGE APPNP
Feat-29 92.79 88.64 89.68 90 90.85 89.37
Feat-24 92.35 87.6 90.21 89.63 90.1 87.89
Feat-19 92.79 85.38 88.57 86.63 89.34 88.86
Feat-14 90.7 87.53 89.27 89.81 89.03 87.47
Feat-9 86.94 86.21 87.31 87.59 89.69 87.18

att LightGBM MLP GCN SGC SAGE APPNP
Feat-29 92.79 88.64 89.68 90 90.85 89.37
Feat-24 90.61 88.06 90.02 90.14 90.1 88.91
Feat-19 90.37 87.38 89.57 89.61 90.34 88.86
Feat-14 87.03 86.53 88.27 88.81 90.03 88.47
Feat-9 81.22 85.26 87.31 87.43 89.69 87.18

Feat-29 Feat-24 Feat-19 Feat-14 Feat-9
LightGBM 92.79 92.35 92.79 90.7 86.94
MLP 88.64 87.6 85.38 87.53 86.21
GCN 89.68 90.21 88.57 89.27 87.31
SGC 90 89.63 86.63 89.81 87.59
SAGE 90.85 90.1 89.34 89.03 89.69
APPNP 89.37 87.89 88.86 87.47 87.18

Feat-29 Feat-24 Feat-19 Feat-14 Feat-9
LightGBM 92.79 90.61 90.37 87.03 81.22
MLP 88.64 88.06 87.38 86.53 85.26
GCN 89.68 90.02 89.57 88.27 87.31
SGC 90 90.14 89.61 88.81 87.43
SAGE 90.85 90.1 90.34 90.03 89.69
APPNP 89.37 88.91 88.86 88.47 87.18
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Fig. 5. Performance under feature random removal and evading attack.

4.5 Graph Quality Analysis

To assess the superiority of our graph coarsening method over random sampling
in maintaining graph connectivity, we conduct a quality comparison analysis
between the coarsened transaction graph GC and a sampled transaction graph
GR. We first define a connectivity metric that differs from the traditional one:

Connectivity =
The number of nodes in the maximum connected component

The number of node in the graph
(6)

This metric assumes that a graph with better connectivity should have larger
relative connected components. Table 4 shows the statistical differences between
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Table 4. Results of the comparison of graph structural integrity.

Indicators GF GR GC

Accounts 7,812,239 94,654 87,393
Transactions 18,770,968 99,409 173,996

Average Degree 4.8056 2.1004 3.9849
Connectivity 0.9999 0.3462 0.9862

the coarsened and sampled graphs, from which it can be observed that, although
random sampling yields more nodes, the number of edges is significantly lower,
and the connectivity is also much less than that of the coarsened graph. This is
because random sampling will generate many isolated communities, which are
detrimental to message propagation. In contrast, our graph coarsening method
effectively ensure graph connectivity while reducing the scale of transaction
graph, which is beneficial for the training of subsequent detection models.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a transaction graph compression method that effectively
reduces data scale from both feature and topological perspectives. Experimen-
tal results demonstrate that our method can significantly enhance the compu-
tational efficiency of GNN-based detection methods. Additionally, this paper
analyzes feature compression from the perspective of feature evasion attacks,
confirming the robustness of GNN-based detection methods when faced with
such attacks. However, this study also has some limitations, including the need
for efficiency optimization in the graph compression process and the design of
selection strategies during the feature compression process. Furthermore, the
paper lacks downstream detection models tailored for the compressed graphs,
thus it cannot guarantee that the graph compression method will yield optimal
detection performance.
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